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Abstract  

Bulk raw materials evaluation at reception is an essential step that deserves particular attention, not only because of 
the importance of preventing problems beyond this stage, but also because involves a number of challenges to 
overcome, such as the need to design and implement efficient control plans to tackle it. Near-infrared spectroscopy 
(NIRS) offers the possibility of analysing bulk products, such as feed ingredients, performing rapid measurements in 
a cost-effective way, making it a key tool for this purpose. Furthermore, the ability of this technology to provide a 
result for each sampling point represents the opportunity to rethink existing sampling approaches and investigate 
how the extra spatial information achieved by NIRS could be exploited. As a first step in this direction, this laboratory 
research investigated the sampling and measurement by NIRS of mixtures of wheat and barley grains with varying 
degrees of homogeneity. The spectral data were used to predict wheat percentages at each measuring point. After 
this, the development of a routine, using these NIR predictions as an input, allowed to produce continuous maps for 
each lot and evaluate three sampling strategies. The Root Mean Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP) was calculated 
so as to assess the performance of the model in each case regarding the prediction of unsampled points. 
 
Keywords: NIRS; sampling protocols; monitoring of bulk products; feed materials inspection 
 
Introduction  

Safety, traceability and quality of products, as major attributes and objectives for feed and food regulations, require 
the harmonization and integration of controls through all stages of the production process. This framework pushes 
competent bodies and agri-food system stakeholders to design and put in place mechanisms so that safety hazards 
and quality deviations can be efficiently monitored and avoided. From this point of view, the need for programs 
performing surveillance of products and methodologies ensuring regulatory compliance is critical, especially 
regarding the upstream part of the chain, where evaluation of incoming bulk products involves both implementation 
difficulties and making crucial decisions. In this context, sampling plays a key role concerning food and feed 
materials characterization, risk assessment and safety evaluations, since if the sampled material does not allow to 
make valid inferences with respect to the entire lot, the ensuing steps, including analysis, are futile. 

The principles of the Theory of Sampling (TOS) are reference, for instance, on how to obtain samples from the 
original material reaching representativeness and minimizing sampling errors. However, there are still important 
issues to be solved regarding sampling performance, making complementary approaches to analyse and assess 
commodities in a more efficient and cost-effective manner necessary. In this regard, near-infrared spectroscopy has 
proven to be an ideal technology providing rapid and reliable analytical determinations in a broad range of materials 
(whether they are homogeneous or heterogeneous). Moreover, unlike the current procedures, NIR analysis for 
sampling purposes enables to get many more measurements from a bulk sample, with a result for each sampling 
point rather than a single result for a combined sample. This means being able to use such measurements to 
implement models supporting the inference of the spatial distribution of key attributes in raw materials. As a 
consequence, this laboratory study aims at evaluating sampling strategies in bulk lots of cereals through exploiting 
the extra spatial information that the analytical approach based on NIRS achieves. 

 

Materials and methods 

A set of twelve lots of mixtures of wheat (W) and barley (B) grains were prepared for analysis and evaluation. Every 
lot contained a total of 18 kg of grain, two of them were pure samples of wheat and barley (100W|0B and 0W|100B, 
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respectively) with the rest being mixtures of both cereals in varying percentages (90W|10B, 75W|25B, 50W|50B, 
25W|75B and 10W|90B). For each sort of grain proportion, two different mixing times were selected (5 and 15 
minutes) and performed by means of a V type mixing machine (Figure 1a). 

A Corona 45 VIS+NIR (Carl Zeiss, Inc.) diode array spectrometer was used to measure reflectance spectra from 380 
to 1690 nm, with a sampling interval of 2 nm. All spectra were recorded using CORA software version 3.2.2 (Carl 
Zeiss, Inc.), with an integration time of 50 ms. The viewing window of the instrument is 7 cm in diameter, which 
means an irradiated area of 38.5 cm2. Chemometric analysis and mathematical procedures were performed with 
WINISI II software version 1.5 (Infrasoft International) and The Unscrambler software version 9.0 (CAMO AS). 

Each lot was placed into a NIR transparent glass box, with the dimensions of 0.5 x 0.35 m and a depth of 0.3 m, for 
analysis. The measurements were made over a grid of 20 sampling points per lot and always carried out in the same 
order (Figure 1b). The equipment was located under the box and acquired spectra through its base with a fixed 
distance of 13 mm to the bottom surface of the sample (Figure 1c). 

NIR calibration equations were developed so as to use the spectral data for the prediction of wheat percentage at 
each measuring site of the grid. Subsequently, NIR predictions served as an input for the implementation of a routine 
in R, version 3.2.0 (R Project), which provided trend surfaces by least-squares from a polynomial interpolation. 
Finally, three different sampling procedures were tested on the basis of the implemented spatial model. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The calibration equations developed from a 2,5,5,1 derivative (the first digit is the number of the derivative, the 
second is the gap over which the derivative is calculated, the third is number of data points in a running average or 
smoothing, and the fourth is the second smoothing) showed the best statistics (determination coefficient of cross-
validation, R2, 0.984; standard error of calibration, SEC, 4.269; standard error of cross-validation, SECV, 4.877). This 
model was used to obtain NIR predictions of wheat percentage for every sampled lot and each degree of 
homogeneity achieved by a different mixing time (Figure 2).  

Three sampling protocols were carried out for evaluation through selection of sampled locations within the grid of 
measurements. Continuous maps were produced for the three strategies, using the spatial model developed, from 
NIR predictions related to the set of selected points in each case. All measured locations were used as the input data 
for the model in the first sampling plan. This also served the purpose of providing a benchmark against which the rest 
of sampling procedures could be compared. On the other hand, the second strategy was based on a random 
selection of 75 per cent of points, while for the third protocol, a set of 50 per cent of points from the existing grid was 
randomly selected to be the input for the fitting model. The spatial distributions obtained for every sampling 
procedure and degree of homogeneity are reported in Figure 3, where it can be noted that the locations of the 
selected sampling points are marked in each case.  

From a visual examination of the surfaces it can be inferred that the implemented interpolation method together with 
more intensive sampling protocols led to better outcomes. As Figure 3 illustrates, the model managed to explain 
reasonably well the spatial distribution of the target variable according to the NIR predictions, particularly when all 
sampled locations were selected. Nevertheless, it can also be noticed that the contour lines inevitably become less 
accurate and increase their equidistances as the sampling density decreases.    

In order to measure and assess how well the model predicted unsampled points and accounted for the spatial 
distribution for each sampling strategy, the Root Mean Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP) was calculated over the 
entire data set in each case. Finally, it was found that RMSEP was 6% for the first protocol, significantly smaller than 
its value for the second (11%) and the third (18%) strategies. This indicated a declining performance of the spatial 
model in the description of the spatial distribution as the number of points became lower and the spatial distance 
between each other increased. 

 

Conclusion 

The present study addresses, on a laboratory scale, the evaluation of different sampling strategies in bulk lots of 
mixtures of wheat and barley grains. The methodology proposed is based on making inferences about the spatial 
distribution of wheat percentage from NIR spectroscopy predicted values obtained for each sampling point. The 
results showed the continuous maps achieved by the model for all sampling procedures and each tested mixing time. 
The implemented algorithm proved successful in distinguishing between the two degrees of homogeneity, achieving 
promising results with more intensive sampling protocols. This suggests that NIR spectroscopy and tools dealing with 
spatial estimations at unsampled points complement each other well, as together they would allow to increase the 
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density of sampling, strengthening sampling representativeness, and also, evaluate products prior to their entry into 
the production chain, which would be not only a powerful tool for decision-support systems but also a valuable 
source of feedback for redesigning fit-for-purpose sampling schemes. 
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Figure 1. (a) V type mixing machine. (b) Grid of measurements per lot. (c) Lot inside the glass box and Corona 45. 
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Figure 2. NIR predictions of wheat percentage at all sampling points and both mixing times, 5 (left) and 15 (right) 
minutes, for the test 75W|25B. 

 

 

Figure 3. Trend surfaces for the test 75W|25B from three different sampling procedures: (a) 100%. (b) 75%. (c) 50%. 
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Near-Infrared Spectroscopy and
Geostatistical Analysis for Modeling Spatial
Distribution of Analytical Constituents in
Bulk Animal By-Product Protein Meals

José A. Adame-Siles1, Tom Fearn2, José E. Guerrero-Ginel1,
Ana Garrido-Varo1, Francisco Maroto-Molina1, and
Dolores Pérez-Marı́n1

Abstract

Control and inspection operations within the context of safety and quality assessment of bulk foods and feeds are not only

of particular importance, they are also demanding challenges, given the complexity of food/feed production systems and

the variability of product properties. Existing methodologies have a variety of limitations, such as high costs of implemen-

tation per sample or shortcomings in early detection of potential threats for human/animal health or quality deviations.

Therefore, new proposals are required for the analysis of raw materials in situ in a more efficient and cost-effective

manner. For this purpose, a pilot laboratory study was performed on a set of bulk lots of animal by-product protein meals

to introduce and test an approach based on near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy and geostatistical analysis. Spectral data,

provided by a fiber optic probe connected to a Fourier transform (FT) NIR spectrometer, were used to predict moisture

and crude protein content at each sampling point. Variographic analysis was carried out for spatial structure character-

ization, while ordinary Kriging achieved continuous maps for those parameters. The results indicated that the method-

ology could be a first approximation to an approach that, properly complemented with the Theory of Sampling and

supported by experimental validation in real-life conditions, would enhance efficiency and the decision-making process

regarding safety and adulteration issues.

Keywords

Near infrared NIR, spectroscopy, NIR, geostatistics, Kriging, in situ analysis, real-time control, mapping of analytes

Date received: 29 March 2016; accepted: 10 November 2016

Introduction

Quality and safety control of foods and feed before they

enter the marketplace is a crucial target for all the stake-

holders involved (manufacturers, regulatory bodies and

agencies, business operators, organizations, etc.).

Consequently, establishing proper surveillance plans and

monitoring programs across all stages of the production

chain becomes a key pillar for ensuring regulatory enforce-

ment and compliance.1 In a practical sense, guidelines and

standards proposed by international organizations (e.g.,

International Organization for Standardization (ISO), Food

and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO),

European Committee for Standardization (CEN), and

International Seed Testing Association (ISTA)) have tackled

this goal.2 However, good practice codes and quality assur-

ance systems are also needed by the agro-food industry,

where traceability and quality control of both raw materials

and final product are determining factors.

All this poses many challenges of different nature and

scope, for instance, logistical, operational, and methodo-

logical problems. Of particular importance and difficulty is

the upstream part of the supply chain, where complete

assessment of incoming bulk raw materials is critical for
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their correct characterization. In this case, normal practice

is to perform sampling and analysis as two separate phases.

While the former is carried out in product reception or

storage areas, the latter generally occurs in a laboratory

environment. The control of bulk products has traditionally

been governed, however, by an analytical view, which means

that the role of sampling has often not been given enough

attention. Indeed, sampling errors typically contribute most

to the measurement uncertainty, amounting to 10–100

times the analytical errors.3

The Theory of Sampling (TOS) provides definitions and

fundamental principles, classified according to the spatial

nature of the lot (e.g., 0-D batch sampling or 1-D lots–

process sampling), for designing representative sampling

processes and characterizing and tackling material hetero-

geneity.4 The TOS stipulates a systematization of the total

sampling errors (TSE) derived from every stage in a sam-

pling procedure. For 0-D lots, they comprise a set of five

errors, including both correct sampling errors or errors

associated with the material alone, the fundamental sam-

pling error (FSE) and the grouping and segregation error

(GSE), and incorrect sampling errors or errors associated

with the sampling process, the increment delimitation error

(IDE), the increment extraction error (IEE), and the incre-

ment preparation error (IPE).5,6 Within the TOS frame-

work it is possible to control the systematic (bias) and

the random parts of the sampling error, assuring an accur-

ate (unbiased) and reproducible (precise) sampling process

and, consequently, obtain a representative sample.7

Theory of Sampling-compliant standards are already

available and systematic approaches are outlined in the lit-

erature.8,9 They address methods for eliminating or mini-

mizing as many sampling errors as possible. Moreover, a set

of criteria and specifications are described in order for

practical sampling to be representative. The TOS states

the importance of compositing several increments from

the lot, which demands a statistical selection process that

must not compromise the representation of the mass-

reduced sample for analysis. Both selection and mass reduc-

tion processes are critical, and TOS establishes techniques

and methods regarding these two features.9,10

Nevertheless, under real conditions, restrictions and

non-statistical issues (primarily, economical and practical

considerations) dominate most of the current sampling

standards and protocol designs, where sampling is also

commonly considered as a simple process of material col-

lection. The risks of failing to correctly select the final ana-

lytical aliquot are, however, decisive. If the increments

extracted do not truly represent the original lot, decisions

about the lot might be incorrect, regardless of the accuracy

of the analytical methods used.11

Alternative approaches to grab sampling and mass

reduction methods are needed and new schemes within

the TOS context addressing the existing constraints of sam-

pling and analysis operations are also essential.

These should provide alternatives to overcome drawbacks

such as the highly expensive and time-consuming implemen-

tation of sampling or limitations on the ability to increase

the sampling volume. In addition, the existence of so many

steps in the field-to-aliquot pathway and the fact that ana-

lytical results are achieved later in time and distant in space

from the source (usually in the laboratory) are preventing

current methods from providing in situ inspection, manage-

ment, and decision-making solutions. In view of the preced-

ing, the control needs for evaluating bulk raw materials and

feedstuffs more efficiently are not currently being met.

Accordingly, the proposal and assessment of fast and reli-

able tools for this evaluation is imperative.12

Extensive research over recent years on near-infrared

(NIR) spectroscopy has shown the potential of this tech-

nology for carrying out rapid and reliable analysis in a multi-

tude of types of foods and feeds, including heterogeneous

materials.13,14 However, far fewer papers have addressed

the NIR spectroscopy analysis of bulk products with the

aim of improving existing sampling plans, even though its

integration into these plans as an analytical tool would bring

multiple benefits. To begin with, it would enable qualitative

and quantitative nondestructive analysis, dispensing with

the need for extracting samples from the inspection

batch. Near-infrared spectroscopy is characterized by

requiring only a few seconds to perform each measure-

ment, which would enhance productivity, increase the sam-

pling intensity (allowing a much closer approximation to the

target decision unit), and encourage product evaluation in a

more cost-effective way. These features contribute to

making this technology ideal for providing in situ support

to counter, for example, product misbranding, adulteration,

or safety issues, which are crucial to safeguarding the pro-

duction chain from inappropriate or unsafe raw materials.

Additionally, this methodology can produce a result at

each measuring point, allowing this extra spatial informa-

tion to be fully exploited by tools dealing with spatial pat-

terns of variables. In this context, geostatistics, a branch of

statistics specializing in the analysis and interpretation of

spatial continuous data, encompasses a set of useful tech-

niques for recognizing and modeling the spatial autocorrel-

ation of the sampled variable. There are many published

sources for case studies using geostatistics, most of them

in disciplines related to earth sciences, such as hydrogeol-

ogy, soil science, geography, ecology, or climatology,15–19

but applications to bulk food/feed products, can hardly be

found. Nevertheless, geostatistics offers in this context the

opportunity to go further in the development and optimiza-

tion of procedures for estimating the spatial variation of

properties of interest, using as inputs the existing observa-

tions, in order to make predictions at unsampled points.

Near-infrared spectroscopy plus geostatistics leads to the

possibility of mapping the spatial distribution of attributes

under study for an efficient evaluation of bulk lots of raw

materials. This could be an important tool for planning
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sampling strategies and making real-time decisions regard-

ing quality and safety issues.

The aim of this study was to analyze, on a laboratory

scale, the spatial behavior and variability of key analytical

constituents (moisture and protein) in feed products, spe-

cifically in bulk lots of animal by-product protein (ABPs)

meals. For that purpose, a methodology combining NIR

spectroscopy and geostatistical analysis is proposed.

Materials and Methods

Data Generation

This pilot study intends to simulate in a laboratory envir-

onment the methodology to be implemented for the con-

trol of truckloads of bulk lots of ABPs. To this end, two

different case studies were carried out. The first study

involved original lots coming from the rendering plant,

while the second study assessed two types of adulteration.

Case Study 1

Data were collected from a set of 15 batches of ABPs of

diverse species composition (Table 1). Bulk lots were

placed into a glass container (0.5 m in length, 0.35 m in

width and 0.3 m in height) for analysis, where the top

surface in each test reached a height of 0.15 m approxi-

mately. The measurements were performed in two hori-

zontal planes, parallel to the top surface, at a depth of

0.04 (layer A) and 0.12 m (layer B). A methacrylate

sheet, designed with a grid of 140 holes (10� 14), was

placed on the product surface to precisely position the

probe for analysis at the insertion points (Figure 1a). At

each point of the grid, the probe was first inserted to

reach the layer A where a measurement was taken; then

it was introduced deeper to obtain a measurement at

layer B.

Case Study 2

Different conditions were evaluated in ABPs batches

through a new set of tests, in which two sort of adulter-

ations were simulated. First, contamination by moisture

was induced in two lots (lots 1 and 7): 500 mL of water

was poured 1 day prior to analysis over each corner of the

glass container containing lot 7 (Figure 1b), while lot 1 was

tested in the same way but using 100 mL of water in each

corner and 50 mL in the middle (Figure 1c); as in study 1,

layers A and B were measured in both cases. Two further

tests addressed the problem of detecting unacceptable het-

erogeneity due to either poor mixing of products or an

irregular composition in incoming bulk lots of ABPs.

These consisted of making two different types of mixtures

between lots 1 and 5. In the first case, an accumulation of

sample from lot 1 was located at one corner of the con-

tainer (Figure 1d), while in the second test, two opposite

corners were filled with sample from lot 1 (Figure 1e). In

these tests, measurements were taken only for layer A.

Table 1. Species composition percentages for each ABPs batch.

Lot

Species percentages Reference chemistry (%)

Poultry Pig Cattle Sheep Dry matter

Crude protein

(on dry matter basis)

1 100 88.66 72.11

2 58 42 88.40 71.45

3 64 36 89.01 75.05

4 100 88.74 74.75

5 50 50 86.73 77.08

6 100 88.60 70.14

7 100 88.23 72.55

8 100 90.19 69.77

9 100 89.89 71.16

10 23 60 11 6 90.44 61.64

11 58 42 89.79 73.31

12 100 90.20 70.98

13 100 89.20 71.27

14 100 89.72 70.62

15 100 89.54 70.52
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Near-Infrared Spectroscopy Analysis

A Matrix-F FT-NIR instrument (Bruker Optics) was used to

measure reflectance spectra in ABP lots (operating range,

834.2–2502.4 nm). The equipment was interfaced to the

Turbido reflection probe (Solvias AG) (Figure 1a), which

consists of a stainless steel body with an insertable length

of 300 mm and an outer diameter of 12 mm. The probe is

configured with two optical fibers (600mm core): one illu-

mination fiber and one detection fiber. Two fiber cables

(100 m in length) were used to connect the probe to the

instrument. The probe end, which is angled at 20�, has a

sapphire optical window illuminating a 1.5 mm diameter

spot.

To begin, the noise level of the signal was assessed along

the spectral range by applying to the log 1/R data a first

derivative pre-treatment, with a single-unit gap and five

data-point smoothing. Visual evaluation found that spectra

became noisy at the beginning and at the end of the spectral

range, which led to the selection of the spectral range

1386–2033 nm.

In preliminary work, a dataset of 346 samples of ABPs

from different species (poultry by-products meal, pork

meal, cattle meal, meat and bone meal, and mixture of dif-

ferent species) was analyzed with the same instrument but

using a detection head for contactless measurements

(measurement area of 10 mm; working distance of 10 cm).

Prediction equations were developed and different strate-

gies were implemented for validation purposes, including an

external validation from a totally independent set of 19

samples. The modified partial least squares (MPLS) regres-

sion method was used and four cross-validation groups

were established.20 Combined standard normal variate

(SNV) plus detrend treatments were used for scatter cor-

rection.21 First- and second-derivative treatments were

tested: 1.5.5.1, 1.10.5.1, 2.5.5.1, and 2.10.5.1, where the

Figure 1. (a) Lot of ABPs placed into the container with the methacrylate sheet and Turbido probe. (b) Representation of the

distribution of water in lot 7. (c) Representation of water distribution in lot 1. (d) First mixture of lot 1 and lot 5. (e) Second mixture of

lot 1 and lot 5.
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first digit is the number of the derivative, the second is the

gap over which the derivative is calculated, the third is the

number of data points in a running average or smoothing,

and the fourth is the second smoothing.22 Further details

can be found in studies by Sanchez-Bonilla et al.23,24

The following statistics were used to evaluate and select

the best calibration model for each of the study param-

eters: standard error of calibration (SEC); standard error

of cross-validation (SECV); coefficient of determination for

calibration (R2
C); coefficient of determination for cross-vali-

dation (R2
CV); ratio of performance to deviation (RPD), i.e.,

the ratio of standard error of performance to standard

deviation; and coefficient of variation (CV).25

Results for external validation were evaluated using the

validation protocol recommended by Windham et al.26 and

Shenk et al.27 based on the following statistics: standard

error of prediction (SEP); standard error of prediction cor-

rected for bias (SEP(c)); bias; and R2
v (coefficient of deter-

mination for validation). This statistical process is based on

the determination of a known significant error, termed

‘‘bias’’, and an unexplained significant error, termed

SEP(c). Generally, for calibration groups comprising 100

or more samples, and validation groups containing nine or

more samples, the following control limits are assumed:

limit control SEP(c)¼ 1.30� SEC; limit control bias¼
� 0.60� SEC, minimum 0.6 for R2v.

On the basis of this preliminary work, the full data set

was then transferred to the analysis mode used in this work

(Turbido reflection probe). For transferring the database,

the standardization methodology described in Zamora-

Rojas et al.28 and Perez-Marin et al.29 was used. Later on,

a recalibration procedure was performed for NIR analysis

of the target lots by the probe. This calibration allowed a

prediction to be obtained for each probe insertion point in

the designed grid, where each spectrum was the result of

32 scans with a scanner velocity of 10 kHz and a resolution

of 16 cm�1. A set of ten raw NIR spectra collected with the

probe from lot 1, displaying typical peaks characteristic of

this type of products, can be seen in Figure 2.

A measurement of a white reference was taken with a

probe-specific Spectralon every set of 42 measurements,

which meant about every 25–30 min in time. In order to

avoid cross-contamination between measurements from

different sampling points, compressed air cleaning was per-

formed after every probe insertion.

Software OPUS v7.0 (Bruker Optik) was used for spec-

tral acquisition and noise evaluation. WinISI v.1.50 (Infrasoft

International), Matlab v.7.8 (The MathWorks Inc.), and PLS

Toolbox (Eigenvector Research) were used for calibration

transfer and evaluation, and for obtaining NIR predictions.

Geostatistical Analysis

The geostatistical analysis aimed at characterizing and rep-

resenting the spatial pattern and distribution of moisture

and protein content in ABPs lots of case studies 1 and 2.

For this purpose, the geostatistical study was developed in

two major stages: (1) structural analysis; and (2) spatial

estimation.

Structural Analysis

The data set for each lot and case study was first assessed

and prepared for geostatistical analysis. This assessment

included the performance of normality tests and skewness

and kurtosis calculation.30 Having examined the distribu-

tions, the variographic analysis or spatial correlation ana-

lysis involved two steps: variogram estimation and its

subsequent modeling.

The semi-variogram (variogram is often used synonym-

ously) plots the semi-variance, g(h), against the distance

between pairs of sample points (usually referred to as lag

and denoted by h), and is defined as follows:

g hð Þ ¼ 1

2N hð Þ
XN hð Þ
i¼1
z uið Þ � z ui þ hð Þ½ �2 ð1Þ

where N(h) represents the number of pairs of points sepa-

rated by the vector h, whereas z(u) is the variable under

consideration depending on the location or vector of spa-

tial coordinates u. Graphically, the result of the computa-

tion of semi-variances using Eq. 1 from a sequence of lag

classes, varying in length within an interval and in orienta-

tion up to a given tolerance on angle, is termed sample

variogram or experimental variogram. This variogram

measures the average dissimilarity between z values with

respect to the lag classes and it is a key tool supporting the

structural analysis of the spatial continuity and variability of

a regionalized variable.31

The analysis of the spatial continuity typically begins with

an omnidirectional variogram,32 for which the directional

tolerance (a) is set at 180�, large enough that it could be

thought as the average experimental variogram over all dir-

ections and in which only the magnitude of h is important,Figure 2. Raw NIR spectra from lot 1.
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so the vector is replaced by the scalar in Eq. 1. In this study,

omnidirectional variograms were calculated for each case

study and ABP lot based on the protein and moisture NIR

predictions.

Once the omnidirectional variograms were computed,

directional variograms were calculated to detect anisotropy

(differences in the autocorrelation structure depending on

direction). In this case, four directions were considered,

defined by the progression 0, p/4, p/2, 3p/4, i.e., 0, 45,

90, 135�, with a¼ p/4 (45�), in order to observe possible

differences in ranges (geometric anisotropy), in scales

(zonal anisotropy), or in shapes (indicating a trend).32–34

Regarding the features and interpretation of a variogram,

a typical one shows that the larger the separation distance

between observations, the higher the semi-variance, or in

other words closer points present more similar values than

those further apart. This behavior, however, may only per-

sist up to a certain finite lag distance, beyond which the

variogram levels off. The distance at which the variogram

stabilizes is called the range (a), and it determines the limit

beyond which z(u) and z(uþh) are uncorrelated or spa-

tially independent. The semi-variance value at the range is

called the sill, which is the upper bound of the variogram

and the a priori variance of the process. At the other end of

the distance scale, almost every experimental semi-vario-

gram produced within the applied science domain is not

strictly zero for 0 lag. This discontinuity at the origin of

the variogram is called the nugget effect, which means

that �(h) does not tend to zero when h does. From a

purely geostatistical point of view, the nugget effect is com-

monly assumed as a consequence of a short-scale variability.

In contrast, the TOS has proposed a detailed description on

the physical meaning of this effect.35 The range, the sill, and

the nugget are the three most important parameters for

describing a semi-variogram.31–33

In order to tackle spatial prediction, continuous func-

tions have to be fitted to the experimental values provided

by the sample variogram. The problem of estimating attri-

bute values at unsampled locations needs a model of spatial

dependence, which allows computing a variogram value at

locations different from the existing data points. Therefore,

modeling the experimental variogram is the most frequent

approach to defining the pattern of spatial continuity. For

this purpose, a set of permissible models obeying certain

rules and constraints are widely used.31–33,36

There are basically two types of variogram models:

those that reach a plateau, or bounded, and those that

do not, or unbounded. The spherical (Eq. 2) and exponen-

tial (Eq. 3) functions, the most common bounded models,

and the linear model (Eq. 4), as an unbounded function,

were used for the fitting of the variogram.

g hð Þ ¼ 1:5 ha� 0:5 ha
� �3

if h � a
1 otherwise

(
ð2Þ

g hð Þ ¼ 1� exp �3h
a

� �
ð3Þ

g hð Þ ¼ hj j ¼ h ð4Þ

A more thorough description and discussion on struc-

tural analysis, including variogram interpretation or

assumptions, constraints and mathematics related to vario-

gram modeling, can be found in the reference list.31–33,36

Spatial Estimation

A number of spatial interpolation mechanisms address the

estimation of the value of continuous properties at unob-

served sites within the area from which the observations

originated. In this field, a family of generalized least squares

linear regression algorithms, called Kriging,37 have trad-

itionally been used in geostatistics. Among all the existing

interpolation techniques, Kriging is characterized by being a

highly accurate and robust method, successfully overcoming

the task of describing the relationships between sample

points and computing the estimations at unmeasured loca-

tions with reliable results.38

The basic form of the linear regression estimator Z*(u)

is defined as:36

Z� uð Þ � m uð Þ ¼
Xn uð Þ
i¼1
�i uð Þ Z uið Þ � m uið Þ½ � ð5Þ

where u and ui are the location vectors for the estimation

point and the neighboring data points, indexed by i; n(u) is

the number of data points in a given local neighborhood or

window W(u) centered on u and used for the estimation of

Z*(u); �i(u) are the weights, whose relative proportions

mainly vary according to the positions of the sampling

points and the values of the variogram functions, assigned

to datum z(ui) interpreted as a realization of the random

variable Z(ui); m(u) and m(ui) are the expected values of

the random variables Z(u) and Z(ui).

The Kriging estimator differs depending on the model

adopted for the random function Z(u) itself. Z(u) is decom-

posed into a trend component, m(u) and a residual com-

ponent, R(u)¼Z(u) � m(u). The different kinds of Kriging

are distinguished according to the model considered for the

trend m(u). The methodology in this work is based on

ordinary Kriging (OK), which is the most robust method

and one of the most common type of Kriging in practice.33

Ordinary Kriging is frequently associated with the acro-

nym BLUE for ‘‘best linear unbiased estimator.’’ It is ‘‘linear’’

as its estimates are weighted linear combinations of the

available data; it is ‘‘unbiased’’ since the residual component

is modeled as a stationary random function with zero mean;

it is ‘‘best’’ because it aims at minimizing the error variance

s2E(u). Ordinary Kriging accounts for fluctuations of the
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mean over the entire domain, so limits its stationarity to

the local neighborhood W(u), centered on the location u

being estimated, where the mean is deemed unknown. In

this case, filtering the unknown local mean by forcing

the Kriging weights to sum to 1 leads to the OK estimator

(Eq. 6).

Z�OK uð Þ ¼
Pn uð Þ
i¼1
�OKi uð ÞZ uið Þ with

Pn uð Þ
i¼1
�OKi uð Þ ¼ 1

ð6Þ

Further detailed information on spatial data processing

and OK theory and practice is described in the litera-

ture.32,33,36,39,40 This approach was implemented to form

the moisture and crude protein predictions and produce a

continuous map for each parameter and each ABP lot in the

previously mentioned case studies.

All geostatistical analyses were carried out in the R

environment (version 3.2.1), including the exploratory

data analysis, the variographic analysis, and the mapping of

spatial estimations. The R package gstat was used to

develop the methodology.41

Results and Discussion

Near-Infrared Spectroscopy Calibrations

Results for external validation using the validation set

(n¼ 19) showed that relevant statistics for moisture and

crude protein (bias, the R2
V, and the SEP(c)) were all within

the limits recommended by Windham et al.26 and Shenk

et al.27 for external validation.24

Once the results from the previous work were obtained,

NIR calibration equations for predicting moisture and

crude protein constituents in ABPs with the probe were

developed using the dataset of 346 samples.

The calibration for moisture accounted for 76.9% of the

variation existing in the set, while the SECV was 0.36% in

this case (Figure 3a), equal to the one reported by the

previous work.24 The equation for crude protein presented

a coefficient of determination of 86.4% and a SECV value of

2.45% (Figure 3b), similar to the one obtained in Sanchez-

Bonilla (2.4%).24

Taking into account the uncertainty for both critical pro-

cess quality control parameters (moisture and crude pro-

tein) and the chemical variability encountered in ABPs, and

also if all the relevant indicators are considered with cau-

tion when interpreting the goodness of fit of the model

developed,42–44 the results reveal that the NIR spectros-

copy equations displayed a reasonable predictive ability for

a process control application, thus confirming their validity

for the purpose of the present paper.

Case Study 1

Omnidirectional variograms, as a result of the structural

analysis at layer A for the same batches involved in case

study 2 (lots 1, 5, and 7), are reported in Figure 4. These

variograms, with plots of semi-variance against distance

(mm), are shown for both constituents, crude protein,

and moisture, and for each ABP lot.

The experimental semi-variograms for crude protein,

calculated from NIR predictions at each point of the sam-

pling grid, generally show a steady increase in the semi-

variance with lag distance. Therefore, linear models were

used for the fitting of the variogram of this parameter. In

order to fit the model to the experimental values, the R

package gstat needs to perform iterations based on starting

values for the parameters nugget, sill, and range. Moreover,

one of these three parameters needed to be fixed to use

the linear model, so after a number of trials the range was

fixed at a value of 180 mm. All protein tests displayed a

slight slope with a discontinuity at the origin (lot 1: 1.32;

Figure 3. Predicted versus reference. (a) Moisture. (b) Crude protein.
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lot 5: 2.09; lot 7: 1.85) (Figure 4a, c, and e), which according

to geostatistics may reflect a short-scale intrinsic vari-

ation.31–33 However, the TOS provides a more comprehen-

sive conceptualization and interpretation of the nugget

effect for this type of application, as it is defined as the

sum of all variances in the sampling procedure (correct

and incorrect sampling errors) as well as the total analytical

error (TAE).35

Therefore, both the sampling scheme and the signal

acquisition errors when taking measurements with the

probe are likely to have had an impact on the experimental

variograms in these cases, producing the discontinuities at

the origin. This illustrates the intimate link that should be

established between sampling (TOS) and process analytical

technologies in order to build an effective and reliable ana-

lytical chain.10 Further research should tackle that link so as

to determine and minimize the real impact of these errors

on the subsequent steps of the methodology proposed.

Concerning the sample variograms for moisture, the dif-

ferent behavior that lot 1 shows in this case compared to

lots 5 and 7 is noteworthy. The exploratory data analysis

for lot 1 indicated a high-kurtosis distribution (data not

shown), which could be the reason why the observed

effect was an absence of variability in the data and a pure

nugget variogram (Figure 4b), i.e., the nugget variance

remained constant for all h.32,33 On the other hand,

Figure 4d and f illustrate semi-variograms for moisture

with a clear spatial autocorrelation, reaching a plateau in

both cases. The theoretical function for the fitting of these

bounded variograms was the spherical model, which

resulted in nugget values of 0.023 (lot 5) and 0.05 (lot 7),

and ranges of 145.78 (lot 5) and 186.27 (lot 7). These range

Figure 4. Variographic analysis: case study 1. (a) Lot 1: protein. (b) Lot 1: moisture. (c) Lot 5: protein. (d) Lot 5: moisture. (e)

Lot 7: protein. (f) Lot 7: moisture.
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values are consistent with the species composition of both

lots, so the lag at which measurements become spatially

independent when the lot consists of a single species (lot

7) is higher than when the lot comes from a mixture of

species (lot 5).

All the directional variograms calculated in this case

study showed that there were no differences in the auto-

correlation structure with direction, reaching the same

ranges and sills as the omnidirectional variograms.

Therefore, omnidirectional variograms were finally used

in the spatial estimation stage.

Once the structural analysis was completed, OK was

performed from all data points of the grid so that spatial

estimations could be made between them throughout the

whole area in each layer of measurements. The continuous

surfaces obtained for the crude protein and moisture par-

ameters are shown in Figure 5. A visual inspection of the

maps allows the spatial behavior of the constituents to be

inferred in each case. The protein maps mostly display uni-

formity, as might be expected from the previous structural

analysis. This is plausible, given the industrial manufacturing

process of the tested products, which results in ABP meals

with a high degree of homogeneity. Conversely, maps rep-

resenting moisture content show a spatial pattern with

more variability, except for lot 1, in which the surface

becomes flat between the sampling points due to the

pure nugget variogram.32,33 The results of this case study

motivated the performance of a second set of trials, in

which the methodology could be evaluated to serve as a

surveillance tool for prompt detection of risk zones

Figure 5. Continuous maps: case study 1. (a) Lot 1: protein. (b) Lot 1: moisture. (c) Lot 5: protein. (d) Lot 5: moisture. (e) Lot 7:

protein. (f) Lot 7: moisture.
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corresponding to moisture contamination or other

adulteration.

Case Study 2

To evaluate the response of a geostatistical study for iden-

tifying contamination or adulterations in bulk lots of ABPs, a

set of tests was carried out in the manner described in the

methodology (case study 2). Figure 6 shows the omnidir-

ectional variograms for all tests performed. In this case

study, the anisotropy analysis did not reveal evidence of

significant differences in the spatial autocorrelation with

direction either, which may otherwise have indicated the

existence of a trend or any kind of anisotropy. As a conse-

quence, omnidirectional variograms were used again.

Measurements taken at layers A and B, both from con-

taminated lots 7 (Figure 6a and b, respectively) and 1

(Figure 6c and d), produced omnidirectional semi-vario-

grams with evidence of spatial continuity for the moisture

parameter. After fitting spherical models to the sample var-

iograms, the nugget parameters were close to zero in most

cases, whereas the range at which the sill is reached varied

from 142.95 to 255.16 mm.

The predictions, obtained using OK in the same way as

for case study 1, were mapped and the continuous surfaces

are shown in Figure 7. If the distribution of water used for

performing each test (Figure 1b and c) is taken into

account, it can be seen how these distributions are accur-

ately characterized by the maps. Figure 7a and b, associated

with layers A and B of lot 7, display high values of moisture

at the four corners, precisely where the highest concentra-

tion of water took place. Furthermore, the maps repre-

senting the moisture distributions of lot 1 (Figure 7c and

d) show how the deeper layer manages to detect and

Figure 6. Variographic analysis: case study 2. (a) Lot 7 (layer A): moisture. (b) Lot 7 (layer B): moisture. (c) Lot 1 (layer A): moisture.

(d) Lot 1 (layer B): moisture. (e) First mixture lots 1 and 5: protein. (f) Second mixture lots 1 and 5: protein.
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represent the small amount of water collected and located

in the middle.

Finally, in order to evaluate how the geostatistical pro-

cedure responded to an irregular composition in lots of

ABPs, which might be indicating product mislabeling or

adulteration, two more tests based on an adulteration of

the lot 5 with sample from lot 1 were carried out. Figure 6e

shows the semi-variogram from NIR predictions for the

crude protein constituent and the first type of mixture

(Figure 1d), while Figure 6f displays the omnidirectional

variogram for the second sort of contamination

(Figure 1e). Linear models were used again to fit a theor-

etical model to the sample variograms. They showed nugget

values of 1.97 and 2.37, respectively. The steeper slope in

these two cases compared with those in case study 1 can

be interpreted as an indication of the higher level of vari-

ability found in case study 2.

The spatial distributions of protein are shown in

Figure 7e and f. The map for the first mixture shows a

different behavior for the protein values in the upper

right-hand corner, which correspond to the location of

the lot 5, as Figure 1d indicates. Moreover, the surface

representing the second type of adulteration allowed the

inference of the original distribution since, as Figure 1e

shows, the material from lot 1 was located both in the

upper right-hand corner and the lower left-hand corner

of the container. As a consequence, the geostatistical

study achieved promising results here regarding rapid

detection of changes in spatial patterns of the crude protein

parameter in ABP lots, as it also did with moisture.

Figure 7. Continuous maps: case study 2. (a) Lot 7 (layer A): moisture. (b) Lot 7 (layer B): moisture. (c) Lot 1 (layer A): moisture.

(d) Lot 1 (layer B): moisture. (e) First Mixture Lots 1 and 5: protein. (f) Second Mixture Lots 1 and 5:protein.
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Conclusion

The results described in this paper represent a first step

towards defining a new method for in situ analysis and

evaluation of bulk raw materials, i.e., directly at reception

in the agro-food industry before the material enters the

production chain. Near-infrared spectroscopy technology

enables the implementation of methodologies for real-

time analysis. In addition, it provides many more measure-

ments than existing procedures at lower costs. These

characteristics allow the TOS approach along with geosta-

tistical techniques to be applied in this context to exploit

the extra spatial information provided by NIR measure-

ments. Together these provide a framework with significant

potential within which fast assessment of spatial distribu-

tions of key properties in ABP meals could be made. This

laboratory study suggests it would be worth carrying out

further research with regard to the evaluation of the sam-

pling and analytical errors derived from the implementation

of this methodology as well as performing validation tests in

real situations, for example, in trucks and railway wagons.
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Fine-tuning�and�cloning�of�a�fiber-optic�probe�
for in situ�monitoring�and�evaluation�of�quality�of�
olive oil products

�.�Pérez-Marín,1,a�J.�.��dame-Siles,2,a�F.�Sánchez-Müller,a�F.�Maroto-Molinaa�and��.�Garrido-Varoa

a�gro-livestock�Systems�Engineering��epartment,�Non-destruc�ve�Sensors�Unit,�University�of��órdoba,��ampus�Rabanales,�N-IV,�km�396,��órdoba,�
14014,�Spain.�E-mail:�1dcperez@uco.es, 2g42adsij@uco.es

The�control�of�conformity�at�recep�on�of�bulk�olive�oil�before�unloading�is�an�essen�al�step�for�packing�plants�to�meet�quality�standards�and�ensure�traceabil-

ity.�New�approaches,�di�erent�to�sampling�and�analysis�at-line,�are�needed�to�improve�e�ciency�and�decision-making�processes.�Near-infrared�spectroscopy�

(NIRS)�provides�fast,�cost-e�ec�ve�and�in situ�analy�cal�measurements�without�sample�prepara�on,�which�makes�it�an�ideal�technology�towards�this�goal.�

The�purpose�of�this�work�is�to�assess�and�op�mize�the�spectral�acquisi�on�with�a��ber-op�c�probe,�especially�designed�to�sample�and�analyze�tank�trucks.�

This�probe�features�two��ber�op�c�bundles,�one�of�measurement�and�one�of�illumina�on.�First�of�all,�two�olive�oils�samples,�one�of�extra�virgin�and�one�of�

lampante�category,�were�used�to�evaluate�the�noise�and�repeatability�of�the�NIRS�spectral�signals�of�the�target�probe.���set�of�20�spectra�were�recorded�for�

each�sample,�and�the�sequence�of�measurements�lampante-extra�virgin�was�repeated�three��mes�per�day�for�seven�days�spread�over��ve�weeks.�The�noise�

level�was�evaluated�using�a��rst�deriva�ve�pre-treatment,�and�the�op�mum�working�range�(a�er�removing�the�noisy�regions)�was�1150–2149�nm.�The�Root�

Mean�Square�(RMS)�sta�s�c�and�the�ME�N�values�were�calculated�in�each�case,�and�the�spectral�repeatability�results�showed�that�the�RMS�(ME�N)�values�

for�lampante�were�higher�than�for�extra�virgin�olive�oil�(12,630�and�2998�µlog(1/R),�respec�vely).�Furthermore,�a�standardiza�on�procedure�was�performed�

to�make�a�compara�ve�study�with�a�laboratory�probe.��oth�probes�were�connected�to�a�M�TRIX-F�Fourier�transform-NIR�instrument.���set�of�42�samples�

of�di�erent�nature�were�used�for�standardiza�on�purposes.�Two�matrices�of�standardiza�on�were�developed,�selec�ng�1�(ST�1)�and�10�(ST�2)�samples,�

and�a�valida�on�set�of�32�samples�was�used.�The�spectral�adjustment�was�evaluated�using�the�valida�on�set�by�calcula�ng�the�RMS(c)�sta�s�c.�The�RMS(c)�

values�obtained�in�the�master�(laboratory�probe,�LP)�versus�satellite�(in situ�analysis�probe,�I�P)�before�standardiza�on�showed�important�di�erences�that�

were�signi�cantly�corrected�by�the�best�standardiza�on�matrix�(ST�1).

Introduc�on
Food�safety�and�quality�assurance�are�key�pillars�of�EU�legis-

la�on.�In�this�context,�EU�food�policy�comprises�an�integrated�

approach,�which� involves� the�need� to� implement�mecha-

nisms�and�e�ec�ve�programs�performing�monitoring,�surveil-

lance�and�process�control�along�the�en�re�agri-food�chain.1 

�s�a�consequence,�competent�bodies�and�agri-food�system�

stakeholders�are�currently�faced�with�a�number�of�challenges�

when�it�comes�to�ensuring�traceability,�regulatory�compliance�

and�quality�standards�at�all�stages.

Furthermore, this framework is pushing manufacturers 

to�continuously� improving� their�processes�and�practices.�

Nowadays,�not�only�do� they�need� to�meet�exis�ng�regula-

�ons�and�standards�but�also�consumers’�requirements,�who�

want�to�be�be�er� informed�and�are�increasingly�demanding�

safer�and�higher�quality�products.�The�olive�sector�is�part�and�

parcel�of�the�EU�model�of�agriculture,�having�a�signi�cant�

social�and�economic�impact,�and�needs�to�tackle�a�myriad�of�

di�cul�es�in�this�regard�as�well.

From�the�olive�oil� industry�viewpoint,�packing�plants�play�

a�crucial� intermediary�role.�They�handle,�store�and�process�

the�olive�oils�produced�at�mills�from�di�erent�geographical�

loca�ons,�and�their��nal�output�is�intended�for�marke�ng�for�
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direct�consump�on�a�er� labelling�and�packaging.�There�

are�many�cri�cal�control�points�across�the�stages�of�the�

produc�on�process�at�a�packing�plant�(storage,�blending,�

�ltering,�packing�etc.).2�However,�the�importance�of�the�

inspec�ons�at�the�recep�on�level�should�be�highlighted.�

One�the�one�hand,�they�make�it�possible�to�detect�any�

hazards,�either�due� to� the�presence�of� foreign�ma�er,�

contaminants�or�residues,�before�the�product�enters�the�

process.��esides�food�risk�management,�control�of�raw�

materials at this point is also vital for the purpose of stan-

dards�compliance�and�traceability.�Sampling�and�physico–

chemical� and�organolep�c�analysis�of�olive�oil�delivery�

vehicles�are�of�great�value�as�far�as�quality�assurance�is�

concerned.�They�are�essen�al�for�a�successful�and� reli-

able�management�system,� in�which�the�product�ought�

to�be�correctly�assigned�to�the�most�appropriate�storage�

tank�or� lot�according� to� its�quality.�Last�but�not� least,�

compliance�checks�at�delivery�enable� the� industry�to�

determine and guarantee that the olive oil corresponds 

to� the�category�for�which�the�contract�was�nego�ated.�

Thus,� inspec�on�of�delivery�vehicles� is�key�in�terms�of�

product�acceptance�to�detect�possible�frauds�and�to�vali-

date�whether�suppliers�and�transporta�on�are�complying�

with�the�cer��ca�on.� If�that� is�not�the�case,�otherwise�

the�industry�might�reject�the�load�before�compromising�

safety/quality�in�subsequent�steps.

�ulk� raw�materials� sampling� and� analysis� are� not�

without�di�cult�issues�to�address.�Logis�cal,�opera�onal�

and�methodological�problems�arise�when�evalua�ng�large�

volumes�of� sample.�Most�existing�protocols�aimed�at�

assessing�quality�of�olive�oil�tanker� trucks�require� the�

mechanical�withdrawal�of�samples.3�Then,�these�samples�

are� usually� sent� pneumatically� to� the� laboratory� for�

physico–chemical�tes�ng,�where�classical�techniques�are�

frequently�used� to�characterize�the� lot.��espite� tradi-

�onal�methods�of�sampling�and�analysis�are�widespread,�

they�have�some�cri�cal�drawbacks�which� include:� low�

samples�throughput,�high�costs�of� implementa�on,� the�

need� for�high�qualified�manpower�and� long� lag� time�

between� sample� collection� and� decisions.�This� final�

response��me�may�typically�vary�between�45�minutes�

and�2�hours,�depending�on�the�type�of�analysis�required�

by�the�olive�oil�carried�by�the�delivery�vehicle.�Therefore,�

within�a�context� in�which�it� is� impera�ve� to�guarantee�

food�safety�and�quality,�the�availability�and�the�need�for�

con�rmatory�protocols�based�on�faster,�simpler� to�use�

and�more�reliable�detec�ng� tools� is�cri�cal.�The� imple-

menta�on�of�alterna�ve�approaches�to� these�classical�

methodologies�thus�represents�a�necessary�step�towards�

more�e�cient�and�modern�monitoring,�management�and�

control�systems.4

Over� the� last� few�years,�near� infrared�spectroscopy�

(NIRS)�has�been�one�of�the�most� important�techniques�

to�be�used�in�the�food�and�feed�laboratories.5�This�tech-

nology�shows�great�poten�al�and�already�plays�an�impor-

tant�role�due�to�its�ability�for�rapid,�low-cost,�non-contam-

inant�and�non-destruc�ve�qualita�ve�and�quan�ta�ve�

analysis�of�a�high�variety�of�products�and�cons�tuents.�

These�features�are�of�par�cular�interest�to�achieve�cost-

e�ec�ve�and��t-for-purpose�methodologies� requiring�

less�technical�training�and�manpower.�In�addi�on�to�the�

�me-�and�cost-saving�bene�ts,�recent�advances�in�NIRS�

instrumenta�on�have�allowed�the�possibility�of�devel-

oping�tools�that�enable�in situ�collec�on�of�spectral�infor-

mation.6,7��onsequently,� a�new�paradigm�concerning�

sampling�and�analysis�of�bulk�raw�materials�could�emerge,�

in�which�both�tasks�could�be�performed�at�the�same��me�

leading�to�a�real-�me�decision-making�process.

The�olive�oil�sector�is�increasingly�interested�in�the�appli-

ca�on�of�NIRS,8�which�has�proved�to�be�one�of�the�most�

e�cient�and�advanced�tools�for�the�determina�on�and�

predic�on�at�laboratory�level�of�the�major�parameters�on�

olive�oils.��espite�this�progress,�li�le�research�has�been�

done into the in situ�analysis�of�large�volumes�of�olive�oils�

in�bulk�using�near� infrared�spectroscopy�(NIRS).9,10 For 

this�reason,�work�has�been�carried�out�within�the�frame-

work�of�a� research�project�at� the��epartment�of��gro-

livestock�Systems�Engineering� (University�of��órdoba,�

Spain)�to�design�and�build�a��ber-op�c�probe.�This�tool,�

interfaced�to�a�NIRS�instrument,�could�serve�to�sample�

and�analyse�olive�oils�directly�in�the�tanker�trucks.

The�aim�of�this�work�is�to�perform�a�preliminary�evalu-

a�on�of�the�designed��ber-op�c�probe�for�in situ�quality�

analysis�of�olive�oils�at� the�recep�on� level�of�packing�

plants.�The�speci�c�objec�ves�of�the�evalua�on�were�to�

op�mize� the�collec�on�of�NIRS�spectra�with�the�probe�

coupled�to�a�Fourier�transform�(FT)-NIR�instrument,�as�

well�as�to�make�a�spectral�comparison�with�a�laboratory�

probe�with�which�prior�work�had�been�done.

Materials�and�methods
Instrumenta�on

��Matrix-F�FT-NIR�instrument�(�ruker�Op�cs,�Germany)�

was�used�to�perform�transmi�ance�analysis�of�olive�oils�
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samples� (Figure�1a).�This�equipment�supports�mul�ple�

modes�of�analysis�and�features�six�channels�to�connect�

�ber�op�c�sensors.

Two�di�erent�types�of��ber-op�c�probes�were�used�in�

this�work�(Figure�1a).�First,�the�probe�for� in situ�analysis�

of� liquids� (henceforth�referred�to�as�I�P)� is�a�prototype�

which�is�characterized�by�a� stainless-steel�body�of�3�m�

in�length�and�25�mm�in�diameter.�Two��ber�op�c�cables,�

whose�length�is�50�m,�were�used�to�interface�this�probe�

to� the�FT-NIR� instrument,�one� for�collec�on�and�one�

for� illumina�on.�The�irradia�on�bundle�consists�of�a�set�

of�19��bers,�while�the�measurement�bundle�contains�7�

�bers�(both�bundles�comprise��bers�of�220�µm in diam-

eter).�The�head�of�the�probe�has�a�path�length�of�4�mm.�

It�was�designed�to� increase�the�speed�of�the�liquid�at�

the measurement zone and includes three measuring 

channels� (90°,�transmission�or�180°�and�backsca�ering�

or�0°)�(Figure�1b),�the�use�of�which�depends�on�the�sort�

of� liquid�to�be�analysed.�Transmission�mode�was� imple-

mented�in�this�work.

On�the�other�hand,�a� laboratory�probe�(LP)�was�also�

used�connected�to�the�Matrix-F�(Figure�1a).�This�probe�

served�as�a�benchmark,� since�a�previous�work�with� it�

resulted�in�the�development�of�equa�ons�for�predic�on�

of�a�range�of�key�parameters� regarding�quality�determi-

na�on�of�di�erent�kinds�of�olive�oils.� In� this�case,�the�

�ber�op�c�cables�are�2�m�in�length�and�the�path�length�is�

2�mm.�Transmi�ance�was�also�the�mode�of�analysis�with�

this�probe.

Spectral�acquisi�on�op�miza�on�and�
repeatability�study

��set�of�two�samples� (set�1),�one�of�extra�virgin�olive�

oil�and�one�of� lampante�olive�oil,�was�used�to�carry�out�

the�op�miza�on�of�the�spectral�analysis�with�I�P.�These�

samples,� containing�5� litres�per�sample,�were�directly�

taken�from�the�tanks�of�the�collabora�ng�industry.�Once�

the�samples�were�received�at� the� laboratory,�one� litre�

of� each� sample�was�poured� into� two� different� glass�

containers�for�analysis.

The�purpose�of� this�part� of� the�study�was� to� test�

and��ne-tune� the�con�gura�on�and�opera�on�of� the�

probe.���set�of�tests�was�designed�to�assess�strategies�

and procedures of making spectral measurements, as 

well�as�to�address�the�evalua�on�of�the�stability�of�the�

I�P�over��me.�To�this�end,�a�5-week�study�was�carried�

out� in�which� three� tests� per�day�were�performed,� a�

total�of�7�days�within�that�period.�Each�test�was�based�

upon�the�collec�on�of�spectra�following�the�sequence:�

(1)� Recording� of� reference�spectra.� (2)��� set� of�20�

spectra�of�lampante�olive�oil.�(3)��leaning.�(4)���set�of�

20�spectra�of�extra�virgin�olive�oil.�(5)��leaning.�OPUS�

v.7.0� (�ruker�Op�cs)� so�ware�was�used� for� spectral�

acquisi�on.

The�noise� level�along� the� spectral� range�available�

from�the�spectrometer� (834.2–2502.4�nm)�was�evalu-

ated�a�er�the� full� set�of� tests�was�performed.����rst�

deriva�ve�pre-treatment�with� a� single-unit�gap� and�

�ve�data-point�smoothing�was�applied�to�the�spectral�

Figure�1.�(a)�The�benchtop�FT-NIR�(Matrix-F)�setup�with�in situ�analysis�probe�(I�P)�and�laboratory�probe�(LP).�(b)��etail�of�

the�head�of�the�in situ�analysis�probe.
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data for this purpose. Furthermore, spectral repeata-

bility�was�also�assessed�by�using�the�Root�Mean�Square�

(RMS)� sta�s�c,�calculated�as� the�averaged� root�mean�

square�of�di�erences�between� replicates�of� the�spec-

tral values.

Spectral�comparison

��di�erent�sample�set�(set�2)�was�used�for�the�compara�ve�

study�between�I�P�and�LP.�For�the�purpose�of�simula�ng�

the�range�of�types�of�olive�oils�in�a�packing�plant,�the�new�

set�(N�=�42�samples)�selected�was�directly�obtained�from�

the�tanks�of�the�industry�and�was�characterized�by�a�high�

heterogeneity,�containing�both�filtered�and�unfiltered�

olive�oils�which�consisted�of�mixtures�from�a�variety�of�

sources�and�di�erent�organolep�c�and�physico–chemical�

properties.�Moreover,� lampante�olive�oils�with�a�high�

level�of�impuri�es�were�also�included.�Reference�analysis�

for�the�most� important�quality�parameters� in�olive�oils�

(acidity,�peroxide�value,�methyl�esters,�ethyl�esters,�K232,�

K270,� fat�content,�moisture�etc.)�was�available�for�all�

samples.

In�order�to�compare�the�spectral�response�between�both�

probes,�a�standardiza�on�protocol�was�ini�ated�following�

the Shenk procedure.11,12�NIR�analysis�was�carried�out�

in� duplicate� for� each� sample� by� both� probes� under�

controlled�environmental� conditions.� I�P�was�consid-

ered as satellite�during�the�cloning�process,�whereas�LP�

as master.�Two�strategies�using�di�erent�sample�groups�

as�“cloning�set”�were�tested�to�generate�standardiza�on�

matrices:�(1)�sample�closest�to�the�center�of�the�popula-

�on� (ST�1);�and� (2)�10�samples�were�selected�with�a�

view�to�covering� the�whole� range�of�the�spectral�vari-

ability�(ST�2).�The�“valida�on�set”�comprised�32�samples�

and�was�the�same�in�both�cases.�The��ENTER�algorithm�

included�in�the�WinISI� II�version�1.50�so�ware�package�

(Infraso��Interna�onal,�Port�Ma�lda,�P�)�served�to�treat�

the�spectral�database�so�as� to�rank�spectra�according�

to� their�Mahalanobis�distance�(H�distance).�Results�of�

standardiza�on�were�evaluated�using�the�RMS(c)�sta�s�c,�

for�all�32�samples�selected�for�the�valida�on�set.�The�

RMS(c)�sta�s�c�was�used� to�compare�spectra� for� the�

same�sample�obtained�with�both�probes,�and�was�calcu-

lated�using� the��ONTR�ST�algorithm� included� in� the�

WINISI�so�ware:
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where�yi master and yi satellite�are�the�log(1/R)�values�of�two�

spectra of a single sample scanned in master and satellite 

at�a�given�wavelength.

Results�and�discussion
�etermina�on�of�the�useful�wavelength�range�
and�repeatability�study�interpreta�on�

The�assessment�of�noisy�regions�is�a�crucial�target�so�as�

to�determine�the� total�useful�wavelength� range�of�the�

tool�being�evaluated.�It�has�been�examined�that�the�light�

power�propaga�ng�in�a��ber�decays�exponen�ally�with�

length�due� to�absorption�and�scattering� losses.�Thus,�

there�exists�a�direct�rela�onship�between�the�length�of�

the��ber-op�c�cables�along�with�the�proper�es�of�the�

samples�analyzed�and�the�level�of�noise.��s�stated�before,�

in�this�study,�the�length�of�the��bers�to�connect�the�I�P�

and�the�Matrix-F�was�50�m,�which�a priori does not mean 

that�performance�would�have�to�be�signi�cantly�a�ected.�

Previous�work�developed�by�our�research�group�demon-

strated�that�the�Matrix-F�reaches�lengths�of�up�to�100�m�

without�compromising�spectral�repeatability.13�Resul�ng�

spectra�using�I�P�for�extra�virgin�olive�oil�from�sample�set�

1�are�shown�in�Figure�2a.

It� can�be�noted�that� regions�of�noise�appear�at� the�

beginning�and�at�the�end�of�the�spectral� region,�which�

is�not�a� rare�behaviour�when�dealing�with�fiber-optic�

probes.�Figure�2b�shows�extra�virgin�olive�oil� spectra�

transformed�using�a��rst-order�deriva�ve,�a�single-unit�

gap�and��ve�data-point�smoothing.�This�type�of�deriva-

�ve�degrades�the�signal/noise�ra�o,� so�that� its�applica-

�on�leads� to�the�presence� in� some�spectral�regions�of�

random�oscilla�ons� in�absorbance�values� (noise).�The�

most�relevant�absorp�on�bands�observed�in�the�spectra�

were� located�at�1208�nm,�1414�nm,�1725�nm,�1760�nm�

and�2144�nm,�which�are�typically� linked�to� this�type�of�

olive�oil.�Nevertheless,�there�are�some�other�dis�nc�ve�

absorption�peaks� in� this�kind�of�products, such as at 

2308�nm,�2350�nm�or�2380�nm,�which�are�not�present�

due� to� the�presence�of�noise� in�that� region.���er�the�

evalua�on�of� the�noisy� regions,� the�op�mum�working�

range�was�selected�as�1150–2149�nm�(Figure�2b).

Spectral� repeatability�was� assessed�using� the�RMS�

sta�s�c.�Table�1�summarizes�the�main�results�of�the�eval-

ua�on,�showing�ME�N�and�ST��values�of�this� sta�s�c�

both� for� lampante�olive� oil� and� extra�virgin� olive� oil�

(sample�set�1).�NIRS�analysis�using�I�P�resulted�in�a�lower�
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spectral�repeatability�for�lampante�olive�oil�than�for�extra�

virgin�olive�oil.�The�ME�N�and�ST��values�of�this�work�

for�extra�virgin�olive�oil�are� in� line�with�those�reported�

in other studies.14�However,� for� lampante�olive�oil�are�

generally�higher� in�this�case.�This�could�be�a�ributable�

to� the� fact� that� filtered�olive�oils� samples�may� repre-

sent�a�be�er�alterna�ve�for�NIRS�analysis�by�I�P�than�

un�ltered�olive�oils,�which�was�the�case�of�the�lampante�

olive oil of sample set 1. Furthermore, this sample espe-

cially�contained�many�suspended�par�cles�that�may�have�

contributed�to�hinder�the�achievement�of�a�be�er�spec-

tral�repeatability.

�omparing�the�spectral�response
Sample�set�2�served�to�contrast�I�P�with�LP.�Results�for�

the�evalua�on�of�standardiza�on�matrices�are�shown�in�

Table�2,�which�lists�RMS(c)�values�for�each�matrix�(ST�1�

and� ST�2).� Significant� differences� can� be� observed�

between�master� (LP)�and�satellite�(I�P)�prior� to�stand-

ardiza�on�[131,805�µlog(1/R)].�The�best�spectral��t�was�

obtained�when�applying�the�ST�1,�which�yielded�a��t�of�

19,748�µlog(1/R).

Figure�3�shows�the�spectral�adjustment�achieved�a�er�

applying� the�ST�1�matrix� to� the�average�spectrum�of�

the�validation� set.��espite�RMS(c)� remains� consider-

ably�higher� in�value�than�for�the�master�(Table�2),�ST�1�

manages�to�reduce�signi�cantly�the�ini�al�spectral�di�er-

ences�between�master�and�satellite�(Figure�3).�However,�

standardiza�on�does�not�completely�succeed�in�matching�

the�spectral� response�of� both�probes.�This�could� be�

expected�taking�into�account�the�important�di�erences�

between�I�P�and�LP�before�the�cloning,�as�well�as� the�

fact�that�I�P�is�s�ll�a�prototype,�with�which�more�work�

needs�to�be�done� to�achieve� its�op�mal�performance.�

Moreover,�it�is�worth�no�ng�that�the�designs�of�I�P�and�

LP�are�signi�cantly�di�erent,� for� instance,�concerning�

the�length�of� their��ber�op�c�cables�(50�m�versus�2�m,�

respec�vely),�and�whose�in�uence�on�the�results�should�

be�considered.

�onclusions
This�work�represents�a��rst�step�towards�the�implementa-

�on�of�a�methodology�for�in situ�quality�analysis�of�olive�

oils�directly�at�the�recep�on�of�packing�plants.�The�evalu-

a�on�of� raw�materials�before�entering� the�produc�on�

chain� is�of�high�value�in�order�to�guarantee�food�safety�

and�quality�but�is�not�without�challenges.��pplica�on�of�

innova�ve� technologies�such�as�near� infrared�spectros-

copy�in�this�context�could�mean�the�possibility�of�devel-

Figure�2.�Spectra�of�extra�virgin�olive�oil�obtained�with�

the�prototype�(a)�raw�spectra�and�(b)��rst�deriva�ve�

spectra.

Mean�(RMS) ST��(RMS)

Lampante�olive�oil 12,630 12,959

Extra�virgin�olive�oil 2998 3263

Table�1.�Values�of�ME�N�and�ST��of�the�RMS�for�the�sample�

set�1�(n�=�2).�Units�are�in�µlog(1/R).

RMS(c)

Mas. vs Mas. 4052

Mas. vs Sat. 131,805

Mas.�vs�Sat.ST�1 19,748

Mas.�vs�Sat.ST�2 30,836

Table�2.�RMS(c)�sta�s�c�for�the�valida�on�set�(n=32)�in�

master�and�satellite�before�and�a�er�cloning.�Units�are�in�

µlog(1/R).
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oping�faster�and�more�cost-e�ec�ve�protocols.�The�spec-

tral�response�of�the��ber-op�c�probe�especially�designed�

for� this�purpose�has�been� tested.�Results�show�that� its�

spectral� repeatability�can�be�considered�as�acceptable�

par�cularly�when�analyzing��ltered�olive�oils,�whereas�

un�ltered�olive�oils�such�as�olive�oils�of�lampante�category�

will�need� to�be�evaluated�more�in-depth�to�determine�

the� real�applicability� in�this�case.�Furthermore,�results�

of� the�compara�ve�study�between� the� in situ�analysis�

probe�and�the�laboratory�probe�indicate�that�there�were�

important�spectral�di�erences,�which�is�reasonable�given�

the�highly�di�erent�designs�of�both�probes.��espite�this,�

the�standardization�process�managed� to�significantly�

reduce�the�ini�al�di�erences�between�master�and�satel-

lite.�Nonetheless,�a�more�thorough�study�will�need�to�be�

conducted�in�order�to�test�the�new�probe�in�a�variety�

of�condi�ons,�as�well�as�to�develop�calibra�on�models�

based�on�a�larger�spectral�library�of�samples�and�evaluate�

its�poten�al�and� feasibility�for�applica�on�in�real�situa-

�ons.
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Feed�grains�are�typically�transported�in�bulk�and�a�sta�s�cally�representa�ve�sample�of�the�grain�in�the�truckload�is�usually�required�to�be�taken�to�the�

laboratory�for�wet�chemistry�or�at-line�near�infrared�(NIR)�spectroscopy�analysis.��urrently,�most�methodologies�make�use�of�a�physical�sampling�probe,�

which�mechanically�or�pneuma�cally�withdraws�samples�from�various�depths.�Nevertheless,�not�only�is�the�implementa�on�of�this�approach�expensive�and�

�me-consuming,�but�it�is�also�limited�by�low�sample�throughput.�In�this�context,�the�authors’�group�is�involved�in�a�large�research�and�development�project�

to��nd�more�e�cient�and�cost-e�ec�ve�ways�of�sampling�and�analyzing�bulk�raw�materials�at�the�recep�on�level.�This�work�presents�a�piece�of�this�research�

focused�on�the�evalua�on�of�the�op�cal�performance�of�two��ber-op�c�probes�designed�for�automated�use�as�immersion�probes�in�truckloads.�It�is�worth�

no�ng�the�rather�di�erent�op�cal�design�of�these�two�di�use�re�ectance�probes.�Probe���features�eight�bundles�(37��bers/bundle),�four�for�measurement�

and�four�for�illumina�on,�0.5�m�in�length,�and�four�sapphire�windows�located�around�the�probe�diameter.�Probe���has�one��ber-op�c�bundle�for�measure-

ment�(7��bers)�and�one�for�illumina�on�(19��bers),�3 m�in�length,�and�a�stainless-steel�head�with�two�sapphire�windows.�The�experimental�design�of�this�

laboratory�study�aimed�at�imita�ng�the�control�of�bulk�lots�of�two�sort�of�cereals�(maize�and�wheat).�For�this�purpose,�a�sample�of�each�cereal�was�placed�

into�a�container�(0.34 m�in�width,�0.4 m�in�length�and�0.25�in�height)�for�analysis.�To�avoid�interferences�caused�by�design,�both�probes�were�a�ached�to�the�

same�Fourier�transform-NIR�instrument�(Matrix-F,��ruker�Op�cs),�and�spectra�were�acquired�in�the�range�834.2–2502.4 nm�using�the�same�se�ngs.�Two�

di�erent�strategies�for�recording�reference�spectra�were�followed�in�each�case�(before�the��rst�scan�and�either�a�er�every�measurement�or�a�er�every�set�

of�10�measurements).�Noisy�regions�and�spectral�repeatability�were�assessed�as�a��rst�step�towards�the�evalua�on�of�the�feasibility�of�these�probes�for�

performing�on-site�analysis.

Introduc�on
Manufacturing� process� control,� surveillance� plans� and�

monitoring�programs�are�key�to�ensure�safety�and�quality�

of� food�and� feed�materials,�as�well�as� to�guarantee�regula-

tory�enforcement�and�compliance.1�However,� this�context�

involves�a�myriad�of�challenging�tasks� to�be�performed�by�

regulatory�bodies,�organiza�ons,�manufacturers,�etc.�Thus,�

there�exists�an�impera�ve�need�for�protocols�and�methodolo-

gies�that�can�e�ciently�tackle�these�issues�along�the�stages�

of�the�produc�on�chain.

Within�this�framework,�interna�onal�guidelines�and�stand-

ards�proposed�by�organiza�ons�such�as�ISO,�F�O�or� IST��

have�addressed�this�goal.2�Nevertheless,�many�opera�onal,�

logistical�and�methodological�problems�arise,�particularly�

when�bulk�raw�materials�sampling�and�analysis�need�to�be�

approached.��espite� the� fact� that� there�are�many�cri�cal�

control�points�along�the�agri-food�chain,�quality�control�at�

the�recep�on� level� is�crucial.�Not�only�do� the�inspec�ons�

at�this�point�allow�the�detec�on�of�hazards�before�entering�
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the�process,�but�they�are�also�vital�to�preserve�quality�

standards�and�support�traceability� in�subsequent�steps.�

Moreover,�compliance�checks�of�delivery�vehicles�are�

of�great�value�in�terms�of�product�acceptance,�which�is�

key�for�the�industry�to�validate�if�suppliers�are�complying�

with�the�condi�ons�of�the�contract�and�to�detect�possible�

evidences�of� fraud.�This�also�enables� the� industry� to�

determine�whether� to�unload�a�delivery�vehicle�or�not�

according�to� its�own�quality/safety� requirements�and�

to� implement�successful�and� reliable�decision-making�

systems,� by�which� it�would� implicitly� improve� stock�

and�storage�management�procedures�di�eren�a�ng�by�

quality.

Most�exis�ng�analy�cal�procedures�used�in� industry�

concerning�quality�and�safety�assessment�of�raw�materials�

in�bulk,�such�as�feed�grains,�require�the�taking�of�samples�

to� the� laboratory� to� be�analyzed�by� time�consuming�

procedures.��urrent�methods�use�a�physical�sampling�

probe,�which�is�driven�ver�cally�down�into�the�grain�lot�

and�mechanically�or�pneuma�cally�withdraws�samples�

from�various�depths.2�Then,� these�samples�are�often�

analyzed�by�classical� techniques�for�the�determina�on�

of�physico–chemical�parameters.��lthough� tradi�onal�

sampling�and�analysis�methods�are�commonly�applied,�

they�include�a�range�of�serious�shortcomings�such�as�a�

low�or�nonexistent�degree�of�lot-sample�representa�vity3 

(e.g.�when�sampling� is�based�on�single-increment�proce-

dures,�o�en�referred�to�as�"grab�sampling"),�the�need�for�

quali�ed�manpower,�costly�implementa�on�or�long��me-

lag�(depending�on�the�type�of�analysis�required) between�

sampling and decisions.

Therefore,�the�implementa�on�of�alterna�ve�methodol-

ogies�and�procedures�addressing�the�exis�ng�constraints�

of�tradi�onal�sampling�and�analysis�techniques�is�impera-

�ve.4�The�availability�of�advanced�technologies�to�imple-

ment�on-site�analysis� is�already�a�reality.� In�this� regard,�

near� infrared� (NIR)�spectroscopy�has�become�an�impor-

tant�source�of� improvement,�contribu�ng�to�the�use�of�

faster,�simpler�to�use�and�more�reliable�detec�ng�tools�

and,�hence,�to�the�implementa�on�of�more�e�cient�and�

modern�monitoring�and�control�systems.5

In�addi�on,�this�technology�has�the�ability�to�carry�out�

rapid,�low-cost�and�non-destruc�ve�analysis�of�a�variety�

of� types�of�foods�and� feeds,� including�heterogeneous�

materials.��esides�these�bene�ts,�recent�advances�in�NIR�

instrumentation�have�resulted� in� the�development�of�

�me�and�cost-saving�tools�to�collect�spectral�informa�on�

in situ.6,7�The�possibility�of�performing�on-site�qualita�ve�

and�quan�ta�ve�analysis�has�also�supported�new�meth-

odologies�combining�geospa�al�and�NIR�analysis,�with�

which�quality�a�ributes�are�mapped�in�order�to�evaluate�

their�spa�al�distribu�on� in�bulk� lots�of�raw�materials.8 

�onsequently,�the�poten�al�of�a�new�evalua�on�model�

based�on�performing�sampling�and�analysis�at�the�same�

�me� is�of�great� interest.�This�would� lead�to� the�oppor-

tunity�of�achieving�cost-effective�and� fit-for-purpose�

protocols�with�which�real-�me�decisions�could�be�made.

This�work�aims�at�performing�a�preliminary�assessment�

of� the�optical�performance�of� two�custom-built� fiber-

op�c�probes� for�on-site� sampling�and�analysis�of� raw�

materials�in�bulk�at�the�recep�on�level.�The�speci�c�goals�

of� the�evalua�on�were�to�study� the�collec�on�of�NIR�

spectra�with�both�probes�and� then�compare�possible�

spectral�di�erences�due�to�their�design.

Materials�and�methods
Instrumenta�on

��FT-NIR�instrument�(Matrix-F,��ruker�Op�cs,�Germany)�

(Figure�1a),�suppor�ng�mul�ple�modes�of�analysis�and�

featuring�6�channels�to�connect��ber�op�c�sensors,�was�

used�to�perform�re�ectance�analysis.�The�spectral�range�

available�of�this�equipment�is�834.2–2502.4�nm.

Two�prototypes� of� fiber-optic� solids� probes�were�

interfaced�to�this�instrument�to�be�evaluated.�They�are�

characterized�by�a�very�di�erent�design�and� form�of�

measurement.�On� the�one�hand,�one�of� the�probes,�

henceforth�referred�to�as�Probe���(Figure�1b),�features�

a�stainless-steel�body�of�0.5�m�in�length�and�28.5�mm�in�

diameter.�This�probe�has� four�sapphire�windows�(�,��,�

�,��)�arranged�along�its�longitudinal�axis�that�illuminate�

and�collect� light�back� from�the�sample.�The�opera�ng�

principle�is�based�on�two�independent�pairs�of�windows,�

windows���and���work�together�and�so�does�the�pair�

�–�.�Each�pair�of�windows�is�connected�to�one�channel�

of�the�Matrix-F,�which�means�that�this�probe�has�a�total�

of� four��ber-op�c�legs.��undles�1�(illumina�on)�and�2�

(collec�on)�are�linked�to�the�pair��–�,�whereas�bundles�

3�(illumina�on)�and�4�(collec�on)�are�associated�to�the�

pair��–�.�Every�bundle�has�a�total�of�37��bers,�which�are�

3�m�in�length.�For�this�study,�a�common��at�Spectralon�

di�use� re�ectance�standard�was�used� to�make� refer-

ence measurements.

Secondly,�Probe���(Figure�1c)�also�has�a�stainless-steel�

body�but,�in�this�case,�of�3�m�in�length�and�25�mm�in�diam-
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eter.�This�probe�was�connected�to�the�instrument�via�two�

�ber-op�c�cables�of�50�m�in�length.�The�collec�on�bundle�

consists�of�7��bers�and�the�illumina�on�bundle�contains�

a�set�of�19��bers�(each��ber�is�220�µm�in�diameter).�The�

probe�head�has�two�sapphire�windows�at�the��p,�which�

are� the�output� for� the��ber-op�c�cables,�that� irradiate�

the�sample�and�lead�the�light�back�to�the�spectrometer.�

In�this�case,�a�cylindrical�probe-speci�c�Spectralon�was�

used�for�reference�spectra.

Experimental�design:�samples,�sampling�and�
analysis

Two� types�of�cereal�grains�were� tested� in� this� study,�

maize�and�wheat.�Samples�were�placed� into�a� speci�c�

plas�c�container�for�analysis,�where�each�sample�reached�

a�volume�of�approximately�20.4�dm3.

Two�sampling�strategies�were�carried�out�to�evaluate�

the�op�cal�performance�of�both�probes�with� the�two�

kinds�of�cereals�grains.�First,�Strategy�1�consisted�of�only�

one�sampling�point,�while�Strategy�2�was�based�on�a�grid�

of�4�×�5�sampling�loca�ons.

NIR� spectroscopy� analysis�with� both� probes�was�

performed�following�two�di�erent�sequences�in�the�case�

of�Strategy�1.�In�Sequence�1,�sample�was�measured�right�

a�er�reference�was�taken,�and�this�was�repeated�20��mes.�

For�Sequence�2,�however,�reference�was�taken�only�once,�

just�before�the�analysis�of�the�sample�(repeated�10��mes,�

without�removing�the�probe�from�its�posi�on).�In�contrast,�

Strategy�2�was�carried�out�applying�one�sequence,�which�

included�the�measurement�of�the�reference�and�then�the�

analysis�of�the�grid�of�20�sampling�points.

The�se�ngs�for�the�spectral�acquisi�on�were�the�same�

in�all�cases�(32�scans�and�a�resolu�on�of�16�cm–1).���er�

the�set�of�tests�was�performed,�the�noise�level�along�the�

spectral�range�available�from�the�spectrometer�was�eval-

uated.�For�this�purpose,�a��rst�deriva�ve�pre-treatment�

Figure�1.�(a)�Instrumental�setup�with�Matrix-F�and�sampling�strategies.�(b)�Probe��.�(c)�Probe��.
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with�a�single-unit�gap�and��ve�data-point�smoothing�was�

applied�to�the�spectral�data.�The�Root�Mean�Square�(RMS)�

sta�s�c�was�used�for� the�study�of�similarity�between�

spectra�corresponding�to�replicates�of�the�same�sample,�

and�was�calculated�by�using�the�following�equa�on:
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where�N�is�the�number�of�sub-samples.

Results�and�discussion
First,�noisy�regions�were�assessed�so�as�to�determine�the�

total�useful�wavelength�range�in�each�case,�as�well�as�to�

standardize�the�spectral�responses�before�carrying�out�

the�following�steps�of�the�study.�Regions�of�noise�were�

found�at�both�ends�of�the�spectrum�with�Probe���and�

Probe��.�Spectra�were� transformed�using�a��rst-order�

deriva�ve�(single-unit�gap�and��ve�data-point�smoothing)�

to�detect� the�spectral� regions�of� random�oscillations�

in�absorbance�values.��fter�visual�examination�of� the�

noisy�areas,�the�op�mum�working�range�selected�was�

1120–2040�nm,�which�was�the�one�obtained�by�Probe�

��which�was�more�restric�ve�than�by�Probe��.�This�can�

be�a�ributable�to�the�fact�that�the�length�of�the��bers�to�

connect�Probe���to�the�Matrix-F�was�50�m,�which�was�

much�higher�than� the�length�used�by�Probe���(3�m).� It�

has�been�studied� that�there�exists�a�direct� rela�onship�

between�the�length�of� the��ber-op�c�cables�and� the�

level�of�noise,�as�the�light�power�propaga�ng�in�a��ber�

decays�exponen�ally�with�length�due�to�absorp�on�and�

sca�ering�losses.9

Results�of�the�analysis�following�the�sampling�Strategy�

1�are�shown�in�Figure�2.�It�can�be�noted�that�Sequence�

1,�which�consisted�of�measuring�the�reference-sample�20�

�mes,�shows�a�much�higher�dissimilarity�in�the�level�of�the�

absorbance�values�between�replicates�than�Sequence�2,�

in�which�reference�was�taken�once�and�then�sample�10�

�mes�without�moving�the�probe�from�its�posi�on.�It�is�a�

reasonable�result�if�the�physical�nature�of�both�products�

being�analyzed�is�considered,�besides�the�tools�and�type�

of�the�analysis�performed�in�each�case.�On�the�one�hand,�

it�should�be�highlighted�the�rather�di�erent�designs�not�

only�of�the�probes,�but�also�of�the�references.��oncerning�

the�la�er,�while�Probe���had�a�custom-built�one�available,�

adapted�to�e�ciently�collect�reference�spectra�with�this�

probe,�Probe���did�not�have�any�speci�c-probe�reference�

during�the�development�of�this�study,�so�a�common��at�

Spectralon�had�to�be�used�here.�Therefore,�the�spectral�

di�erences�found�along�the�y-axis�can�be�partly�seen�as�

a�consequence�of�this,�these�di�erences�are�accentuated�

in�Sequence�1�due�to�the�need�to�take�reference�meas-

urement�at�each� itera�on.�Factors�such�as�size,� shape,�

brightness,�orienta�on�and�density�of�the�material�may�

have�also�played�an�important�role�to�explain�some�of�the�

di�erences�observed�between�products.10,11 Maize has 

generally�shown�less�spectral�repeatability�than�wheat�in�

this�study.��mong�other�aspects,�this�behavior�might�be�

originated� from�the� fact�that�maize�par�cles�are� larger�

than�wheat�grains,�which�may�have�made�more�di�cult�

for�the�probes�to�analyze�the�sample,�as�a�greater� inter-

par�cle�space�increases�the�presence�of�air�inside.

Figure�3�compares�ME�N�and�ST��sta�s�cs�of�Probe�

��versus�Probe���for�each�sequence�and�cereal.�Results�

con�rm�the�ini�al�assessment�from�the�visual�examina�on�

of�the�spectra.�Sequence�1�shows�a�much�lower�spectral�

repeatability�than�Sequence�2.��onsidering�Sequence�1,�

Probe���[0.38�log(1/R)]�demonstrates�a�higher�varia�on�

than�Probe���[0.12� log(1/R)],�both�in�maize�and�wheat�

grains.�Sequence�2�shows�how�Probe���sta�s�cs�are�

slightly�higher�for�maize�than�Probe���values,�which� is�

even�more�apparent� for�wheat� [7200�µlog(1/R)�versus�

2000�µlog(1/R),� respec�vely].�This� suggests�that�Probe�

��reference�has�played�a�relevant�role�in�the�results�as�it�

could�be�an�cipated�above.

On�the�other�hand,�the�results�for�the�Strategy�2,�based�

on�a�grid�of�20�sampling�points,�are�shown�in�Figure�4.�In�

this�case,�Probe���and�Probe���spectra�signi�cantly�di�er�

in�their�quality.�Probe���achieves� to�represent� typical�

peaks�both�for�maize�and�wheat.�However,�random�oscil-

la�ons�can�be�seen�in�the�selected�wavelength�range�for�

the�spectra�taken�by�Probe��.

Figure� 5� compares� once� again� ME�N� and� ST��

sta�s�cs�of�both�probes.�Probe��� reveals� to�present�

a�higher�varia�on� than�Probe��� in� this�case.��espite�

the� apparent�differences� in� repeatability,� the� oscil-
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la�ons� observed� in�Probe���spectra� suggest� that� it�

would�hardly�be�possible�to�infer�valuable�informa�on�

in�this�case.�For�this�reason,�more�work�will�be�needed�

regarding� the� improvement�of� the� ra�o�signal/noise�

especially�with�this�probe.

�onclusions

The�adop�on�of�on-site�analysis�of�foods�and�feeds�is�of�

great�value�for�safety/quality�assurance�purposes.�Rapid�

and�cost-e�ec�ve�assessment�of�raw�materials�is�required�

Figure�2.�Resul�ng�NIR�spectra�from�Strategy�1.
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within�the�context�of�process�control�and�surveillance�

protocols.�The�development�and�applica�on�of�fast�and�

nondestruc�ve�analy�cal�methods�and�techniques� is�of�

par�cular� interest� in�order�to�e�ciently�evaluate�bulk�

products right at their entrance to the processing plant. 

This� study�explores�the�possibility�of�applying� innova-

�ve� technologies� such�as�NIR�spectroscopy�to�sample�

and�analyze�large�volumes�of�raw�materials.�Towards�this�

end,�two�di�erent� inser�on�probe�systems� for�spectral�

analysis�were�designed.�The�present�work�approaches�

a�preliminary�comparison�of�the�spectral�performance�

of�both��ber-op�c�probes.�Results� indicate�that�Probe�

Figure�3.�ME�N�and�ST��values—Strategy�1�(Probe���vs�Probe��).

Figure�4.�Resul�ng�NIR�spectra�from�Strategy�2.
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��compara�vely�achieved�a� lower�spectral�repeatability�

than�Probe��.�Notwithstanding,�visual�examina�on�of�

the�spectra�for�every�strategy�and�sequence�showed�that�

valuable�spectral�informa�on�is�more�likely�to�be�found�in�

Probe���spectra.�Most�spectral�di�erences�encountered�

between�replicates�in�Probe���spectra�could�be�a�ribut-

able,� to�a� large�extent,�to�the�use�of�an�inappropriate�

and�non-speci�c�reference�in� this�case.� In�fact,�Probe�

��achieves�be�er�results�than�Probe���when�reference�

measurements�are�less�involved�(Strategy�1,�sequence�2).�

Furthermore,�its�design�shows�poten�al�to�explore�greater�

areas�than�Probe��,�as� it�can�perform�measurements�at�

di�erent�depths�at�the�same��me,�and�to�achieve�a�be�er�

op�cal�performance,�as� it� is�based�on�bundles�with�a�

greater��ber-op�c�density.�Thus,�on-going� research� is�

focused�on� the�development�of�a�probe-speci�c�refer-

ence� for�Probe��,� in�order�to�carry�out�feasibility�tests�

which�may�lead�to�its�poten�al�applica�on�in�real�condi-

�ons.
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A fiber-optic probe and FT-NIR for onsite
quality analysis of olive oils

José A Adame-Siles, Francisco Sánchez-Müller, Francisco Maroto-Molina,
Cecilia Riccioli, Ana Garrido-Varo and Dolores Pérez-Marı́n

Abstract
Compliance checks at reception of olive oil in bulk before unloading is an essential step for packing plants to meet quality

standards and ensure traceability. Nevertheless, classic procedures based on the withdrawal of samples followed by at-line

analysis need to be improved. Near-infrared spectroscopy features can make it an ideal technology to enhance efficiency

and decision-making processes. This article presents a new approach whose main pillar is the automated use of a

fiber-optic sensor to sample and analyse olive oils in bulk, directly in the tank before the downloading at the reception

point. Moreover, a preliminary assessment of the sensor performance is also reported.

Keywords
NIR spectroscopy, in situ evaluation, oil quality control, bulk products, tank reception control

Introduction

The olive oil sector has a relevant social and economic
dimension within the European model of agriculture.
Virgin olive oil is an essential component of the trad-
itional Mediterranean diet and its production is deeply
ingrained in the culture of the olive-growing areas.
Moreover, it is apparent that safety and quality must
be guaranteed across the stages of the production and
processing chain. To this end, surveillance programs
and monitoring controls represent a key formula to
meet not only the regulatory framework of the EU
food policy but also market requirements and con-
sumer preferences.1

Pre-delivery inspections of lots from mills at packing
plants have a relevant part to play from the olive oil
industry perspective.2 Compliance checks of raw mater-
ials in bulk are vital. First, they contribute to the early
detection of hazards (such as presence of foreign
matter, contaminants or residues) before the product
enters the chain. Bearing in mind their importance
in terms of preventing food safety risks, they are also
crucial when it comes to ensuring traceability and qual-
ity standards. On the other hand, storage management
systems are of great value for packing plants, which
store olive oils according to their category. Thus,
sampling and physico-chemical and organoleptic ana-
lysis at delivery represent an essential step to correctly
assign the incoming lot to the most appropriate tank.
Furthermore, control of delivery vehicles is key as a
safeguard to assure that no fraud is being committed

and tanker trucks comply with the required
certification.

Despite their critical role, sampling and analysis of
raw materials in bulk involve a myriad of challenges.
The assessment of large volumes of sample entails a
number of logistical, operational and procedural
issues, making designing and implementation of control
strategies difficult to address. Present methodologies
usually tackle quality evaluation of tanker trucks of
olive oil by withdrawing samples mechanically. In gen-
eral, these samples are then taken to the laboratory
pneumatically for physico-chemical analysis, where
they are frequently tested via classical techniques.
Traditional sampling and analysis procedures are
widely used, even though they present drawbacks
such as the need for high qualified manpower, low sam-
ples throughput, high costs of implementation and long
lag time between sample collection and decisions.
In fact, the latter may take from 45min up to 2 h,
depending on the type of the analysis and whether the
olive oil carried by the tanker truck would require
a more thorough examination. Therefore, in order to
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ensure food safety and quality efficiently, conformity
inspections need the development of faster, simpler to
use and reliable detecting tools. The availability
and implementation of alternative approaches to these
classical methodologies are, thus, imperative to achieve
more efficient and modern monitoring, management
and control systems.3

During recent years, near infrared (NIR) spectros-
copy has become a widely recognised technique,
well-qualified for food/feed quality assessments. Its
high potential for rapid, low-cost and non-destructive
analysis of a great many products and constituents has
encouraged its use in a wide range of sectors, areas and
applications. These features have made the technology
suitable for on/inline applications, providing the oppor-
tunity to implement cost-effective and fit-for-purpose
procedures demanding less technical training and man-
power. Besides time and cost-saving benefits, progress
made on devices and NIR instrumentation has opened
up new possibilities. Current challenges are to adapt
NIR systems to get them from the laboratory to
the field in order to collect spectral data and make
decisions onsite.4

The olive oil sector is continually striving to further
improve the implementation of the quality control
protocols. This involves a complex technological
upgrading process, in which the use of rapid analytical
methods needs to be a cornerstone of the renewed
approach. Advances in NIR spectroscopy have made
this technology one of the most efficient tools in deter-
mining the major parameters of olive oils. However,
despite progress at laboratory level, few steps have
been taken to explore onsite NIR analysis of olive
oils in bulk. In this context, the Department of Agro-
livestock Systems Engineering (University of Córdoba,
Spain) has invested efforts towards this goal over the
last few years. Through a large R&D project, aimed at
designing new tools and strategies to perform onsite

inspection of bulk raw materials, the authors’ group
has dealt with the design and development of different
fiber-optic sensors. These sensors are meant to be inter-
faced with NIR instruments, allowing signal transmis-
sion between the measuring point and the spectrometer
over large distances. They are designed in such a way
that they can be directly introduced inside the load
of the transport vehicle, and therefore they offer the
possibility of making onsite analytical measurements.
Alongside this, new procedures are also being examined
to better exploit the potential of the spatial information
that control methodologies based on this type of
sensors provide.5 Finally, to make this a reality,
a robotic system has been designed (currently under
development) to be equipped with these sensors, so
that they can be positioned to sample and analyse
olive oils directly into the tanker trucks (Figure 1).
As a consequence, a new paradigm emerges in which
sampling and analysis of bulk raw materials are stages
that could be conceived as a single step, which would
lead to a truly real-time decision-making process.

This article describes a preliminary evaluation of the
feasibility of the prototype of fiber-optic probe
designed. The specific aim of the study was to optimize
the collection of NIR spectra with the probe coupled to
an FT-NIR instrument, and evaluate the potential and
capability of the system for the onsite quality control of
olive oils at the reception level of packing plants.

Instrumentation and samples

Transmittance analysis of olive oil samples was per-
formed using an FT-NIR instrument (Matrix-F,
Bruker Optics, Germany). This spectrometer has six
measurement channels available for the simultaneous
use of fiber-optic probes.

A prototype of fiber-optic probe was designed and
developed to analyse lots of olive oils loaded in tanker

Figure 1. General approach.
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trucks. This prototype features a stainless-steel body of
3m in length and 25mm in diameter. The probe was
coupled to the FT-NIT instrument via two fiber-optic
cables of 50m in length (one for illuminating the
sample and one for collecting the light back to the spec-
trometer). The irradiation bundle is made up of a total
of 19 fibers and the measurement one contains 7 fibers
(fiber diameter of 220 mm). The path length of the head
of the probe is 4mm, which was designed to increase
the speed of the liquid at the measurement zone. Three
modes of analysis were considered during design to
make it possible to test different conditions and types
of liquids, these measuring channels were 90� or trans-
mission mode, 180� or backscattering and 0� (Figure 2).
In this work, transmission mode was used.

Two samples of different categories (extra virgin
olive oil and lampante olive oil, respectively) were
used to optimize the spectral analysis with this proto-
type. These samples were directly taken from the tanks
of the collaborating packing plant. Once received at the
laboratory, about 1L of each sample was poured into
two glass containers for subsequent analysis.

NIR measurements and repeatability study

A set of tests was designed to examine and fine-tune the
operation and performance of the prototype interfaced
to the FT-NIR instrument. Different procedures were
followed to assess the collection of spectral measure-
ments with the probe and its stability over time.
For this purpose, a five-week study was conducted,
in which tests were performed in seven days (three repe-
titions per day) spread over the five-week period. Each
test involved the collection of spectra following the next
five-step strategy: (1) recording of reference spectra.
(2) A set of 20 spectra of lampante olive oil.
(3) Cleaning. (4) A set of 20 spectra of extra virgin

olive oil. (5) Cleaning. The software used for the spec-
tral acquisition was OPUS v.7.0 (Bruker Optics).

The noise level along the spectral range available
from the spectrometer (834.2–2502.4 nm) was evaluated
after the full set of tests was performed. The assessment
of noisy regions is an important step to find the total
useful wavelength range of the tool being evaluated.
The light power propagating in a fiber decays exponen-
tially with length due to absorption and scattering
losses. Thus, there exists a direct relationship between
the length of the fiber-optic cables along with the prop-
erties of the samples analysed and the level of noise.
As stated before, the length of the fibers to connect
the prototype and Matrix-F was 50m, which a priori
does not mean that performance would have to be sig-
nificantly affected. Previous work developed by our
research group demonstrated that Matrix-F reaches
lengths of up to 100m without compromising spectral
repeatability to a large extent.6 Resulting spectra for
extra virgin olive oil are shown in Figure 3(a).

It can be noted that regions of noise appear at the
beginning and at the end of the spectral region, which is
not a rare behaviour when dealing with fiber-optic
probes. Figure 3(b) shows extra virgin olive oil spectra
transformed using a first-order derivative pre-treatment
with a single-unit gap and five data-point smoothing.
This type of derivative degrades the signal/noise ratio,
so that its application leads to the presence in some
spectral regions of random oscillations in absorbance
values (noise). The most relevant absorption bands
were observed in the spectra and they were located at
1208 nm, 1414 nm, 1725 nm, 1760 nm and 2144 nm,
which are typically linked to this type of olive oil.
Nevertheless, there are some other distinctive absorp-
tion peaks in this kind of products, such as at 2308 nm,
2350 nm or 2380 nm, which are not present due to the
presence of noise in that region. After the evaluation

Figure 2. Set-up of the NIR instrument and the fiber-optic probe.
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of the noisy regions, the optimum working range
selected was 1150–2149 nm.

Spectral repeatability was also assessed by using the
root mean square (RMS) statistic, calculated as the
averaged root mean square of differences between rep-
licates of the spectral values. MEAN and STD values of
this statistic both for lampante (12,630 and
12,959 mlog(1/R), respectively) and extra virgin olive
oil (2998 and 3263 mlog(1/R), respectively) were calcu-
lated. NIR analysis using the prototype resulted in a
lower spectral repeatability for lampante olive oil than

for extra virgin olive oil. The MEAN and STD values
of this work for extra virgin olive oil are in line with
those reported in other studies. However, for lampante
olive oil are generally higher in this case. This could be
attributable to the fact that filtered olive oils samples
may represent a better alternative for NIR analysis
by the prototype than unfiltered olive oils, which was
the case of the lampante olive oil. Moreover, this
sample especially contained many suspended particles
that may have contributed to hinder the achievement of
a better spectral repeatability.

Figure 3. Raw spectra of extra virgin olive oil (a) and pre-processed spectra (b).
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Conclusions

Current inspection protocols of bulk raw materials
demand an update encouraging faster and more cost-
effective procedures. Auditing olive oil suppliers at
reception of packing plants for safety/quality control
and ensuring traceability poses a number of challenges.
This article outlines the work undertaken towards the
application of onsite NIR analysis of olive oils directly
in the tank at the reception point. To this end, a robotic
system was designed to be equipped with a fiber-optic
probe, especially designed and developed for this con-
text, which coupled to an NIR instrument would allow
to sample and analyse tanker trucks of olive oils. The
spectral response of this probe has been tested. Results
show that its spectral repeatability can be considered as
acceptable particularly when analysing filtered olive
oils, whereas unfiltered olive oils such as those of lam-
pante category will need to be evaluated more in-depth
to determine the real applicability in this case. A more
thorough study is already being conducted in order to
test the new probe in a variety of conditions, as well as
to develop calibration models based on a larger spectral
library of samples and evaluate its potential and feasi-
bility for application in real situations.
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